
Control Structures
if / else / elif
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Structuring by indentation

• Python uses indentations to group blocks of code
• A tab character is set for each indentation depth.
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if (case distinction)
• The if keyword initiates a case distinction.
• The output is only made if the result of the test is True
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Result

Test



if - else (otherwise)

If the condition of the test is not met, the statements in the else area 
are executed.
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Result



elif (multiple if)

If the first condition is not met the second condition is tested
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Result



Comparisons

greater  >,  smaller  <,  equal  ==, unequal  !=
greater or equal  >=,   smaller or equal <=
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Result



And / Or

Comparisons can be combined with  and  and  or :
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Resultat



Loops
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while (as long as)

• The while keyword initiates a loop (iteration).
• The output is repeated until the result of the test becomes  False 
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Result
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while (as long as)

• The instructions are repeated until the result of the test becomes  
False 
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while (Number Guess)
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Result

The search continues until the 
correct number is found



for (for all values in...)

• The for keyword initiates an iteration.
• The output is performed for all items in a list or in a range
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All numbers up (and without) 3

All numbers from 2 to 7, step 2

Result

All numbers from 4 to 7, step 1



for (for all values in...)

• Add all numbers from 0 to 9

• Multiply the numbers from 1 to 5
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Result

Result



Example with while: Create Triangle

Using a while construct
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Result



Example with for: Create Triangle

Using a for construct
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Result



Example with while: Create Triangle

Using a while construct
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Result



Example with for: Create Triangle

Similarly with a for construct
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Result
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